
Paint two almond shapes in white with the 
space of one almond between the two shapes.

Paint two circles in any eye colour towards the top
of the almond shape leaving a small space between 

the eye colour and the bottom almond shape.  

Paint a brown line over the top edge of 
the almond.

Paint two small white highlights in a curve towards
the top and to the side inside the coloured circle.  

Then paint two small black pupils for pupils.

Choose and paint a flesh colour

To make the eyes more feminine, add eyelashes to
the outer corners of the upper lids.

For lips, paint a simple small curve  and directly 
under a much larger curve. Then connect the four ends 
of the curves together to form the shape and fill with a 

red or pink. For more of a smile, curve the corners 
upward more.

Or, paint a simple cresent shape.

Paint two small black flat ovals in the place of nostrils.

How to paint a simple doll face

With a very small brush, paint two black eyes.
Alternatively, use something like the opposite
 end of the paint brush to stamp the eyes on.

Paint a simple smile with a curved line
in a red tone.

Paint two large pink cheeks at the ends
 of the smile.  Using a cotton bud or other small 

circular item to stamp the cheek circles on works best.

Simple Peg Doll face
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